Williams Repertory Jazz Ensemble

Birth of the Cool
Kris Allen, director

Program

Boplicity - Miles Davis and Gil Evans arr. Evans
Rocker - Gerry Mulligan
Godchild - Gerry Mulligan
Venus De Milo - Gerry Mulligan
Moon Dreams - Johnny Mercer/Chummy MacGregor arr. Gil Evans
Move - Denzil Best arr. John Lewis
Walkin' Shoes - Gerry Mulligan arr. Marty Paich
Take Five - Dave Brubeck/Paul Desmond arr. Kris Allen and WJRE

Personnel

Jonah Levy '18, alto saxophone
Jordan Lamothe '17, tenor saxophone
Kennedy Kim '19, trumpet
Colin Williams '18, French horn and trumpet
Zach Proom '19, trombone
Will Doyle '19, trombone and tuba
Nina Kumar '16, drumset
Mano Sunderesan '19, piano
Sam Grunebaum '19, piano
Kris Allen, acoustic bass

Special Guests

Philemon Abel '19, alto saxophone
Dan Mueller '18, tenor saxophone
David Vascones '18, trombone

Thursday, December 10, 2015
7:00pm

Brooks-Rogers Recital Hall
Williamstown, Massachusetts

Please turn off or mute cell phones.
No photography or recording is permitted.